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With the popularity of mobile devices and location-based social network, understanding and modelling the human mobility
becomes an important topic in the field of ubiquitous computing. With the model developing from personal models with
own information to the joint models with population information, the prediction performance of proposed models become
better and better. Meanwhile, the privacy issues of these models come into the view of community and the public: collecting
and uploading private data to the centralized server without enough regulation. In this paper, we propose PMF, a privacypreserving mobility prediction framework via federated learning, to solve this problem without significantly sacrificing the
prediction performance. In our framework, based on the deep learning mobility model, no private data is uploaded into the
centralized server and the only uploaded thing is the updated model parameters which are difficult to crack and thus more
secure. Furthermore, we design a group optimization method for the training on local devices to achieve better trade-off
between performance and privacy. Finally, we propose a fine-tuned personal adaptor for personal modelling to further
improve the prediction performance. We conduct extensive experiments on three real-life mobility datasets to demonstrate
the superiority and effectiveness of our methods in privacy protection settings.
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INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of mobile devices and location-based social networks, human mobility prediction becomes
an important and emerging topic in ubiquitous computing. Human mobility prediction is of great value in many
applications, ranging from traffic engineering, network optimization to urban planning and ride-sharing. For
example, with the help of mobility prediction techniques, the government can better understand the demand of
the population in transportation system and other related resources to make the reasonable and timely decisions.
For ride-sharing platforms like Uber and Didi, accurate mobility prediction will help them to sense the dynamic
travel demand in the city and schedule vehicles to meet the requirement with minimum cost. For the LBSN
platforms, appropriate mobility prediction can help them to provide a list of locations for users to make it easily
find the expected check-in goal, which helps improve the customer satisfaction.
Due to the great value in practical applications and systems, the research community has witnessed a large
number of studies in human mobility prediction. In this paper, we will focus on the problem of next place
forecasting for the individual in the human mobility prediction while omitting the works of population-level
mobility prediction [27] which have no privacy concerns. In the field of individual mobility prediction, existing
works can be classified into two categories: 1) personal model with self-information; 2) joint model with population
information. Personal model includes Markov model [16], hidden Markov model [31], decision tree [21] and so
on. These works try to model the mobility behavior of individuals with various methods by only utilizing their
own mobility data records. While these models perform well in mobility prediction with dense data records, the
high requirement on the data quality makes them fail in the real and challenging scenario with sparse and limited
data records, such as in LBSN [14, 15, 23, 28, 49].
Recently, to overcome the difficulties introduced by the sparsity of mobility records for individual mobility
prediction, the research community starts to explore the potential of jointly training the model with the data
from the user group. The basic idea of these works is to train the mobility model with not only the individual’s
mobility data but also with mobility data from other individuals. They assume that individuals can be divided into
different user groups, where individuals in the same user group usually share significant movement regularity.
Following this direction, enormous methods are proposed and achieve promising performance on LBSN datasets
(e.g., Foursquare [14], Twitter [49]) with various joint training mechanism, including FPMC [37], GMove [49],
ST-RNN [28], DeepMove [14], HST-LSTM [23], STGN [50] and so on.
While advanced joint models achieve better prediction performance than the personal models, they are faced
with significant privacy issues due to the process of data uploading and centralized model training. With the
increasing awareness of public and government on user privacy and data security, this privacy issue of existing
methods becomes urgent to be solved. To solve the privacy issue, multiple solutions [1, 19, 40, 41, 45] are proposed
by introducing different data protection mechanisms like k-anonymity [19] and differential privacy [12]. However,
these data-based solutions are not for the scenario we cared about here and also significantly reduce the follow-up
modelling performance.
Recently, federated learning [32] with decentralized training is proposed for privacy-sensitive modelling, which
provides us another choice to solve the aforementioned issues. In the framework of federated learning, a shared
model is first decentralized trained in mobile devices and then aggregated in the cloud without directly accessing
to personal data. In this way, the private data is stored and analyzed in the mobile device, which protects the
privacy naturally. Inspired by this, we apply the concept of federated learning into our task to achieve the goal of
privacy-preserving mobility prediction.
However, direct application of federated learning is not enough for our privacy-preserving mobility prediction
task due to the following two challenges. First, the uploading and aggregation process of federated learning
are not secure in the mobility prediction task, which can leak private information of individuals. On the one
hand, the external hackers can attack the uploading process by analyzing the change of model weights to obtain
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private information of specific individuals. On the other hand, the owner of centralized training sever also has the
opportunities to do similar things to obtain personal information. While some works [17, 33] apply differential
privacy to enable the secure aggregation, they fail to solve the issue in the uploading process and also cost too
much by applying noise in all the model parameters. Second, the application of privacy protection will lead
to significant performance reduction in the mobility prediction task. As mentioned before, while existing data
protection mechanism like l-diversity [30] or differential privacy transfer protocol [39] can protect the personal
privacy, they have to destroy the original data and thus greatly harm the final performance.
In this paper, we propose PMF, a novel Privacy-preserving Mobility prediction framework via Federated
learning, to protect the user privacy and figure out the aforementioned challenges. First, to avoid private data
collection and uploading, we apply the concept of federated learning into the mobility prediction task. In this
paradigm, what we upload to the server is not data but only the intermediate result like the gradient of neural
network weight, which is more secure and can not be easily decoded by others. Second, we give a practical attack
case in the mobility prediction task and design a group optimization algorithm on the mobile devices to avoid this
kind of attack with little resource cost and performance sacrifice. In the group optimization procedure, the whole
model is divided into the risky group trained with protected data and the secure group trained with normal data.
Furthermore, we propose an efficient aggregation strategy for robust convergence and an effective polling schema
for fair clients selection in the centralized server. Finally, we strengthen the modelling of the personal pattern on
the mobile devices to further improve the prediction performance. We achieve this by adding a personal adaptor
as an additional component of the mobility model, which is only appeared in the local device. In this way, the
original whole model can still participate in the normal federated learning process and the personal adaptor can
be fine-tuned for better performance in the local mobile device.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a privacy-preserving mobility prediction framework
for accurate mobility prediction under the constrain of protecting personal privacy. With preserving private
data on the user device and conducting joint aggregation in the centralized server via model parameters,
our framework succeeds in utilizing the shared knowledge without leaking personal privacy.
• We give a practical attack case in the mobility prediction task and propose a specific group optimization
algorithm for the secure and efficient training of mobility model on the local devices. With the help of group
optimization strategy, the performance degradation introduced by the privacy protection mechanism can
be reduced significantly. We also propose a fine-tuned personal adaptor to further improve the prediction
performance.
• Based on a simulated multi-user movement environment, we conducted extensive experiments on two
real-world mobility data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework for mobility prediction
and privacy protection. The proposed framework sheds lights for the privacy-preserving modelling for
human mobility and can also be applied in many other user behaviors modelling like recommendation
with sensitive item information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first formulate the problem in Section 2. Then, we introduce
details of the proposed privacy-preserving framework and personalized mobility model in Section 3. After
the framework description, we apply PMF on three real-world mobility datasets with simulated multi-user
environment and conduct extensive analysis on the prediction performance and the effectiveness of the privacypreserving mechanism in Section 4. After systematically reviewing the related works in Section 5, we conclude
our paper in Section 6.
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(a) Workflow of the conventional system.

(b) Workflow of the proposed system.

Fig. 1. Workflow comparison between the conventional system and the proposed system. There are three environments in
the figure: “C” denotes the cloud servers, “T” denotes transfer environment, and “U” denotes mobile devices.

2

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we give a brief definition of the mobility prediction problem. With the popularity of mobile
devices and the advance of location techniques, location-based service becomes an important component of
enormous internet services like LBSN and ride-sharing. Thus, different location data are recorded and processed
with different requirements from various services. For the generalizability and simplicity, we give the general
definition of human mobility trajectory as follows.
Definition 1.1 (mobility trajectory) A location record q is denoted as a tuple of three basic elements: location
identification l, timestamp t, user identity u, i.e., q =< l, t, u >. Thus, a mobility trajectory s of user u can be
defined as a set of ordered location records {q 1 , q 2 , ..., qn }, i.e., su = {< l 1 , t 1 >, < l 2 , t 2 >, ..., < ln , tn >}.
In the mobility trajectory, the location identification can be longitude and latitude coordinates, spatial grid ID
or street block number. Following recent practice [14, 50], we transform various location identification into a
new unique ID for simplicity. Further, we quantify the time interval into fixed value for the simplicity of the
modelling. We choose 30 minutes as the default time interval by considering the characteristic of human mobility
and the general frequency of location recording in various services. It is noted that the spatial and temporal
resolution can be easily adapted to the requirement.
Definition 1.2 (mobility prediction problem) Given the past mobility trajectory su = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., qn } of
user u, mobility prediction task is to estimate the probability of location ln+1 for user u in the next time step tn+1 .
Furthermore, mobility trajectories from other users can also be utilized in this task as auxiliary information about
location and the mobility pattern.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first overview the whole system and then give a detailed description of core components.
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System Overview

Fig. 1 presents the basic workflow of the conventional system and the proposed system for the mobility prediction
task. Here, we only consider the system framework for joint models due to their promising performance. In brief,
the personal model can be only trained and launched on mobile device without uploading any data. Besides, the
personal model can also be employed as the joint model in Fig. 1(a).
As Fig. 1(a) shows, the standard procedure of conventional system for mobility prediction task can be divided
into four steps: 1) collecting data from mobile device and upload them via the transfer environment; 2) training a
joint model for the aggregated mobility data; 3) distributing the global optimal model into mobile device via the
transfer environment; 4) inferring the future mobility behavior on mobile device. Based on the assumption of
the weak computing power and limited storage capacity of local devices, the conventional system takes over
all these rights from local devices and work well in the past. However, with the increasing awareness of data
security and personal privacy, the conventional system is faced with great privacy challenges. Meanwhile, the
past decades witnessed the great progress of mobile devices and communication techniques, which provide us
other opportunities to rethink the conventional paradigm. By considering the privacy issue within distributed
computing, the concept of federated learning [32] is proposed to utilize the power of the mobile devices to
participate more in the whole system for better privacy protection. It aims to train a shared model while leaving
the sensitive personal data on each user’s mobile device.
Inspired by this, we propose a novel federated learning based privacy-preserving mobility prediction system.
As presented in Fig. 1(b), the whole process of proposed system can be divided into five steps: 1) each device
trains a mobility model with only self data locally; 2) each selected device uploads the trained mobility model
to the cloud server; 3) the cloud server generates a global model by aggregating the received various local
models; 4) the cloud server chooses candidate mobile devices to distribute the updated global model to repeat
the aforementioned 4 steps until meeting the stop criteria; 5) the mobile device downloads the optimal model to
infer and predict the mobility behaviors. In this system, the private data is only stored and accessed on the local
device. Thus, the personal right for controlling the data is protected successfully from the source. Furthermore,
we develop a specific group optimization algorithm for the secure transfer and global training process to prevent
external attackers and server owner to extract personal information from the uploaded local models. Besides, we
also propose a global optimization mechanism to complete the joint training task on the centralized server and
efficient polling schema for fair and flexible task assignments. Finally, we also propose a personal adaptor as
the additional component of the mobility model to enable the local fine-tune in the mobile devices for better
prediction performance. Details about the optimization and model design are introduced in the following sections.

3.2

Mobility Prediction Model

The framework of our basic mobility prediction model is presented in Fig. 2. As Fig. 2 shows, the mobility
prediction model is consisting of three parts: the input module with multi-modal embedding, the sequential
module with LSTM, and output module. Details of these modules are introduced in the following sections.
3.2.1 Input Module with Multi-modal Embedding. Following the definition in Section 2, the original mobility
trajectory is converted into a sequence Su . It is noted that we replace the lowercase notation defined in Section 2
with the capital in Fig. 2 for better visual effects. As Fig. 2 shows, the basic elements of trajectories including
location and time are first converted into one-hot vectors. Another choice of location is to directly use the
longitude and latitude of the location as the input of neural network. We also try this and find it does not
have a significant positive influence on the final results. This operation is similar to the practice in recent
works [14, 42, 43].
Due to there are more than thousands of locations in the dataset, the dimension of the one-hot location can be
up to thousands. Thus, based on the one-hot input vector of location and time, we design two specific embedding
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Fig. 2. The framework of the basic mobility prediction model, which includes three parts: multi-modal embedding, sequential
modelling, and output module. Here, X 3 is the concatenate vector of location embedding vector Emb(L 3 ) and time embedding
vector Emb(T3 ).

tables to reduce the feature dimension and learn the dense representation of discrete location and time. Similar to
embedding in word2vec [34], embedding table is just a lookup table which stores the dense representation of
different index. The dimension of these dense representations can be lower to one hundred, which is much lower
than the original thousands of dimension. For better performance and meaningful semantics, the embedding
module is trainable and optimized with the whole network during the training. In this way, the high-dimensional
location and time input are converted into a low-dimensional dense representation with meaningful semantics.
Finally, we concatenate the location vector and time vector to obtain the dense representation X of a spatialtemporal point. The formula is as follows,
X i = tanh([Wt ti + bt ;Wl li + bl ]),

(1)

where W and b denote the learnable parameters of embedding layers, tanh denotes the non-linear activation
function, [; ; ] denotes the concatenate function. The fusion operation can also be replaced with the element-wise
summation, multiply or other advanced fusion techniques [36]. In the experiment, we find the concatenation
operation is parameter-efficient and works well in most cases. For the simplicity of the model, we only use
concatenation in the experiment. It is noted that other advanced fusion methods can also be applied into our
model to further improve the performance, we do not consider them in our paper and leave them for future work.
3.2.2 Sequential Modelling Unit. With the recent success of recurrent network in sequential modelling, we
employ the advanced recurrent neural network to model the sequential transition relation in the mobility
trajectory. Recurrent neural network is a class of neural network which combine the last output of the network
and the current input to make network learn to capture the relationship between the sequential inputs. Long
short-term memory (LSTM) [20], as the most successful variant of recurrent neural network, has been widely
used in different sequential modelling task including mobility modelling task. LSTM works by utilizing the gating
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function to control what to remember and what to forget. The formulation of LSTM is as follows,
i t = σ (Wix x t + Wih ht −1 + bi ), ft = σ (Wf x x t + Wf h ht −1 + bf ),

(2)

ot = σ (Wox x t + Woh ht −1 + bo ), дt = tanh(Wдx x t + Wдh ht −1 + bд ),

(3)

c t = ft ◦ c t −1 + i t ◦ дt , ht = ot ◦ tanh(c t )

(4)

where ‘◦’ denotes Hadamard product, x t , ht , c t denote the input, hidden state and cell state, i t , ft , ot denote three
types gates, and дt denotes the useful information from the input. We also consider other variants of LSTM like
GRU [9] in our model, which is a simplified version of LSTM and works well in some cases. It is noted that other
variants of recurrent neural network can also be directly applied in our sequential unit by replacing LSTM unit
without any modification. In our paper, without specific demonstration, we use LSTM as the default sequential
unit.
3.2.3 Output Module. Following the sequential module, we design two types of output modules to translate the
hidden state into final location prediction result. The first kind of output module is a projection-based method.
As the solid line in the bottom right of Fig. 2 shows, we utilize a linear layer to directly project the hidden state
into a high-dimensional location vector. Then, we apply the soft-max function on the output of projection to
obtain the probability distribution of the predicted location. The formulation of this output module is as follows,
exp (zi )
P(yi |h) = Ín
, z = W h + b,
(5)
1 exp (z i )
where h is the hidden state from the former sequential unit, W and b denote the learnable parameter of projection
linear layer, n is the dimension of candidate locations, p(yi |h) is the prediction probability of location yi when h
is given.
The second kind of output module is a correlation-based method. As the dash line in the top right of Fig. 2
shows, we do not use any projection layer but directly use the hidden state vector to calculate the correlation
between the hidden state and the dense location embedding representation. Based on the correlation results,
we use the similar soft-max function to obtain the final prediction probability distribution. Compared with the
projection-based method, correlation-based method is parameter-efficient and secure. In our experiment, we also
observe that correlation-based output mode is more robust to the dataset characteristics and always performs
better. Thus, we choose the correlation-based output mode as the default output mode in our system.

Fig. 3. Two types of personal adaptors on the local device. This personal adaptor only exists on the local device and waits to
be fine-tuned in the local device for final prediction.
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3.2.4 Personal Adaptor. To further improve the prediction performance while leaving the whole model in the
normal federated learning procedure, we propose a personal adaptor to be fine-tuned in the local device with
better personal pattern modelling. As presented in Fig. 3, we aim to revise the intermediate hidden state before the
output module by fine-tuning a personal adaptor. To achieve this goal, we design two types of personal adaptors.
The first design is the personal adaptor with bias: the original hidden state is adapted by a trainable bias vector,
which has the same size as the hidden state. Based on the add operation, additional bias vector slightly changes
the distribution in the hidden state by a learnable personal bias. The second design is the personal adaptor with
filter: the hidden state is filtered by a trainable same-size vector with sigmoid function by the multiply operation.
In this way, the hidden state vector can be fine-tuned by the personal preference existed in the personal data.
The formulas of two types of personal adaptors are as follows,
Hap = Hoд + bp , Hap = Hoд ∗ σ (vp ),

(6)

where Hap denotes the adapted hidden state, Hoд denotes the original hidden state, bp is the personal bias, and
vp is the personal vector for filtering. The personal adaptor only exists in the local devices and is fine-tuned with
the whole frozen model after the normal federated learning process. It is noted that we do not design complicated
structure for the personal adaptor to avoid the potential overfitting on limited personal data.

3.3

Privacy-preserving Optimization Mechanism

Fig. 4. Attacker gets the private information by analyzing the variation of the uploaded model.

3.3.1 A Simple Attack Case. Based on the 5 steps in Fig. 1(b), we avoid to directly upload any private data into the
cloud server. In this way, private information seems to be protected naturally. Without uploading any private data
to cloud server, we have to upload trained model weights (e.g., gradient) to participate in the training procedure
and benefit from the joint training. Due to the complexity and implicit nature of model weights, it is much harder
to extract private information from the model weights than from the data. But, with some prior knowledge,
attacking the uploading procedure and extracting private information from the uploaded model weights becomes
easy. Fig. 4 presents a simple attack case, where external attacker or server owner can infer the visited location
set of specific users by analyzing the difference between the last round global model and the current round
uploaded local model. For example, user Alice first accepts a global model Mдtn−1 at tn−1 from the cloud server.
Then, with this global model as the start point, Alice obtains a local model Mltn at tn after training on her private
mobility trajectory. Due to the regularity of human mobility [10, 18], the visited locations of one user during
his or her daily life are limited to a small sub-set of the whole location set in the city. Furthermore, based on
the location embedding design in Section 3.2.1, the limited visited locations in the whole location set mean
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that only embeddings of these limited locations will be updated during the training of this local optimization
step. Thus, by comparing the difference of location embedding table between the global model Mдtn−1 and the
local model Mltn , attackers can easily infer which location has been visited by the target user. Apart from the
embedding table, another important part of the mobility prediction model is the sequential unit. Due to the
black-box characteristics of the neural network, it is very difficult to extract useful information from the weight
itself or the change of the weight of the recurrent neural network. Thus, we do not consider the specific attack
for recurrent neural network in this paper.
3.3.2 Group Optimization on the Local Devices with Differential Privacy. We propose a privacy-preserving local
optimization method to prevent the aforementioned attack risk. We introduce differential privacy into the
optimization of the local models to obtain the controlled and privacy-preserving embedding table for secure
model sharing. Fig. 5 presents the comparison between the conventional local optimization strategy and the
privacy-preserving local optimization strategy. Compared with the general optimization process with normal
data, our privacy-preserving local optimization is to train different parts of the whole model with different data.
Particularly, based on the flexible combination nature of different components in the neural network, we divide
the sub-modules in the neural network into different groups by their privacy leakage risk level. The module
group with privacy risk is to be trained with the protected data (e.g., noisy data protected with the differential
privacy mechanism) and the module without privacy issue is to be trained with the normal data. Two training
procedures are iterated again and again until the stop criteria is met. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the proposed iterated
local optimization process. In the local optimization of the mobility model, we first fix the location embedding
module and train the left modules with the normal data. Then, we start train the location embedding module with
noisy data and fix the left modules simultaneously. Finally, we repeat these two steps again and again. It is noted
that the proposed group optimization method is not limited to the basic mobility prediction model introduced
before. Once any advanced module is added into the mobility prediction model, we can evaluate the privacy
risk of it and select the appropriate training group for it to make the whole new model be trained with enough
security guarantee.
The noisy data satisfied the differential privacy requirement is generated based on the planar Laplace mechanism
introduced in [4]. We map each true location l to a randomly drawn location point p in the infinite continuous
space P according to the probability density function, which is formulated as follows,
ϵ 2 −ϵdS (l,p)
e
, d S (l, p) = deuclidean (l, p) ,
(7)
2π
where l is the original real location, p is the noisy location, ϵ denotes the privacy parameter of differential privacy.
Based on this formulation, we can generate obfuscated location data (noisy data) from the normal data to train
the risky sub-module to make it robust to the potential attack.
D ϵ (l, p) =

3.3.3 Global Optimization on the Centralized Server. After the mobile devices uploading the trained local model
weights, the centralized server needs to aggregate them to obtain an optimal global model, which is shown as the
3rd step in Fig. 1(b). As the most successful optimization method for deep learning, stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) algorithm and its variants are widely used in the training of deep learning models. Thus, we choose SGD
algorithm as the default optimization method of deep learning based mobility model in our problem. Based on
SGD, a simple global optimization method FedAvg [32] is utilized for federated learning settings. In this paper, we
adopt these methods in our settings to aggregate local models into the global updated model. Assumed that we
have K mobile devices participate in the local training, the centralized server will obtain K updated local models
Í
{mkl , k = 1, 2, ..., K }. Based on these local models, the global model Mд is updated by Mдt ←
− Mдt −1 − α kK=1 β▽mkl ,
where α denotes the learning rate, β denotes the scale factor. In other words, the updated global model is easily
Í
obtained as a weighted average of current local models, Mдt ←
− kK=1 βmkl . In our implementation, we replace the
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(a) Conventional local optimization.

(b) Iteratively group optimization.

Fig. 5. Different local optimization strategies.

Algorithm 1: Training procedure of the proposed system
Global parameters: M t is the global model at t step; K the number of selected clients; α is the learning
rate.
Local parameters: mk is the local model of client k; p k is the personal adaptor for client k; epoch is the
number of local epoch; D is the private data on the local device; ϵ is the parameter of differential privacy.
Server:
initialize M 0
for round t ∈ {1, 2, ...} do
construct/update client candidates pool
select clients set from candidates pool by polling scheme
for client k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K } in parallel do
(mk , β k ) ←
− Client(M t , epoch, α)
normalize β k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K }
Í
Mt ←
− kK=1 β k mk
Client:
// construct noisy data with differential privacy ϵ
+noise

Dϵ ←−−−−− D
for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., epoch} do
// train the risky module group r of model m with protected data
mr ←
− mr − α▽l(m; Dϵ )
// train the normal module group n of model m with normal data
mn ←
− mn − α▽l(m; D)
return (m, l)
Fine-tune personal adaptor p on clients before inference.

sample size with the normalized loss of each local model during the training as the scale factor β in the weighted
average for better performance. With only knowing the updated local model protected by the former group
optimization, the owner of the centralized server is also not able to extract any private information from the
local models. These local models are only useful for the optimization of current global model, which means that
they can be safely deleted and only leak minimal personal information.
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Table 1. Basic statistics of three mobility datasets.

Dataset

City

Foursquare Tokyo
Twitter
Los Angeles
DenseGPS Beijing

Duration

Users

Locations

10 months 2293 67124
4 months 24161 527977
1 month
5000 31522

Records

Loc./user

Rec./user

537703
826212
15007511

29
22
48

234
34
3001

Another crucial task for the centralized server is to select a fraction of mobile devices to do the next round
optimization. The most simple way is to randomly select mobile devices just like in SGD algorithms. For better
fairness and more flexible arrangement, we maintain a candidate pool in each round based on the current status
of mobile devices. Then we assign local optimization task by polling scheme. In this way, with each available
mobile device is assigned with appropriate task, the performance and fairness of the whole system is guaranteed.
With the combination of group optimization in the local devices and global optimization on the centralized server,
mobile devices can benefit from the joint training without the risk of privacy issues (compared with the original
joint model).

3.4

Training Procedure

Based on the description of the mobility prediction model and optimization mechanism, we summarize the
whole training procedure of our system in Algorithm 1. For the local training in the mobile devices, we choose
cross-entropy loss as the loss function and select basic SGD algorithm as the default optimizer.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
Three representative mobility datasets are used to evaluate the system performance in our paper. The basic
information of these datasets is shown in Table 1.
Foursquare [46]: It collects 0.5 million check-ins in Tokyo lasting for about 10 months (from 12 April 2012 to
16 February 2013). Each check-in includes an anonymized user ID, timestamp and location information, e.g., GPS
coordinates and semantic meaning (represented by fine-grained venue-categories).
Twitter [48]: It contains around 1.1 million geo-tagged tweets from Los Angeles. These tweets are collected
from 1 August 2014 to 30 November 2014. Every geo-tagged tweet consists of four parts, e.g., an anonymized
user ID, location information (GPS coordinates), timestamp and the message published by the user. Compared
with the other two platforms, Twitter data is very sparse when location service is not frequently-used function
for Twitter users.
DenseGPS [14]: This private data is from the location service of one of the major mobile application providers
in China, which contains 5000 users with one-month dense location records. Each record contains user id, the
GPS coordinates, and the timestamp. Due to the frequent operation in the mobile application, this data is much
denser than the former two datasets, where average number of records for each user is at least 10 times than
other two datasets.
To better understand the characteristics of the data, we analyze the detailed information of data and draw
their distribution in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6(a), we can see that time interval of records on DenseGPS data is much
shorter than Foursquare and Twitter data, where more than 80% of the time intervals are shorter than 1 hour.
Due to the different cultures of cities and different functions of service, Fig. 6(b) shows the different timestamp
distribution of data records from two datasets in one day. In Fig. 6(c) from the spatial view, we find that the
visiting frequency of locations in three datasets follow the similar long-tail distribution while this phenomenon
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(a) Distribution of time interval of (b) Time distribution of location (c) Visiting frequency distribution (d) Distribution of the number of
nearby location records.
records.
of locations.
the visited locations of each user.

Fig. 6. Detailed information of three mobility datasets.

is heavier in DenseGPS dataset. We also compare the distribution of the number of locations that user visited
from different datasets in Fig. 6(d).
Following [14, 49], we perform several pre-processing steps on original mobility data to filter the harmful
effects of noising data and too much missing data. First, we filter out the users whose number of records is less
than 10 to eliminate the effects of data sparsity. Second, we split the records of respective users into several
sessions based on the time interval (larger than 72 hours for Foursquare and Twitter data, 10 hours for DenseGPS
data) between two neighbor records. Then, all the users with too few sessions (less than 5 sessions) and all the
session not long enough are removed (less than 5 records). Besides, the locations on three datasets are projected
into 500m × 500m grids. The spatial resolution and the shape of the region can be easily adapted based on the
requirement. After the spatial projection, the number of locations in the Foursquare, Twitter, and DenseGPS
becomes 3021, 5736 and 11836.

4.2

Baselines

We compare our methods with two kinds of baselines: privacy-preserving personal models and joint models without
protecting privacy.
Personal Model: Personal model is directly executed in the mobile device with only local private data. Without
sharing private data, personal model protects the personal privacy but fails to provide competitive performance.
• P-Markov [16]: Markov model is widely used to predict human mobility [24, 44] for a long time. For
personal mobility modelling, it regards all the visited locations of user as states and builds a transition
matrix to capture the first order transition probabilities between them.
• HMM (Hidden Markov Model) [31]: Similar to the personalized Markov model, each user mobility is
modeled by a private state transition probability matrix and a private state-observation probability matrix.
• LSTM: This is a private version of our mobility prediction model in the paper. Each user trains and evaluates
a private LSTM model with only his data.
Joint Model: By sharing data from different users, joint model succeeds in capturing the universal mobility
patterns and achieves better modelling performance. However, none of joint models have considered the privacy
issue.
• J-Markov: Different from the personalized Markov chain model (P-Markov), we utilize the records of all
users to generate the location transition probability matrix. And this shared matrix is used to perform all
users’ mobility prediction.
• FPMC [37]: Factorizing personalized Markov chains (FPMC) is the combination of matrix factorization
and Markov chains. Further, sequential bayesian personalized ranking is used in the training process.
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• LSTM: This is the joint version of our mobility prediction model in the paper. All the user data is utilized
to train a joint model and the evaluation is done on each user.
• DeepMove [14]: This is the state-of-the-art method for mobility prediction task, which combines neural
attention with the recurrent network to capture the periodical pattern in human mobility.

4.3

Metrics

We set top-k accuracy as our evaluation metric. To calculate the top-k prediction accuracy, we first use the model
to generate k most likely predictions based on the given historical records and then check whether the real next
location is included in these top-k predictions.

4.4

Parameters

The main parameters of our privacy-preserving system can be divided into three groups, the default settings of
them are as follows: 1) parameters for the mobility prediction model: the size of location embedding=64, the size
of time embedding=10 and the size of hidden state=64; 2) hyper-parameters for the local training of mobility
model: learning rate=0.02, dropout rate=0.5, weight decay=1e-6; 3) hyper-parameters for the global aggregation:
clients=400, local epoch=1. It is noted that parameters for specific experiments are assigned by parameter search.
The parameters of LSTM (personal and joint) are set as the aforementioned settings. In HMM model, we set the
number of hidden states to be half of the number of locations for the corresponding user based on the parameter
study on the prediction performance. According to [37], the performance of the FPMC model will continue to
improve as the number of latent factors increases. Thus, we set the number of latent factors to the number of
locations that appear in the training set.

4.5

Overall Performance

In this section, we first present the comparison results with baseline models under the constrain of privacypreserving settings and then analyze the effects of key parameters in the training procedure of the proposed
system.
4.5.1 Performance Comparison. We compare our proposed methods with two kinds of baselines in Table 2 on
three datasets. From Table 2, we can draw three key conclusions. First, compared with personal models, joint
models indeed achieve better performance on mobility modelling. The best performance achieved by the joint
models on Foursquare dataset is up to 0.217 which improves the best performance of personal model by 32%.
The performance gain achieved by the joint models on the Twitter dataset is also similar. Second, as the deep
learning based model, DeepMove and LSTM with the joint training settings achieve the best performance on
three datasets. This result demonstrates the superiority of deep models on mobility modeling. Furthermore,
we find that the performance of LSTM with personal settings is much worse than the joint setting and other
personal models, which shows the importance of joint training and knowledge sharing for deep models. Besides,
we also observe that DeepMove only achieves similar results to joint LSTM on Twitter data and DenseGPS
data. Third, constrained with the privacy-preserving settings (e.g., preserve data on local devices), our proposed
models especially the model with fine-tuned personal adaptor still achieve competitive performance compared
with the best joint model on three datasets. Compared with the best privacy-preserving personal model, our
proposed models improve the modelling performance by 15%∼28% on three datasets. In summary, by preserving
private data on local devices and effective optimization mechanisms, our proposed methods achieve promising
performance when protecting personal privacy.
4.5.2 The Effects of the Selected Clients. In the experiment, the number of total clients is equal to the number of
users in the dataset, which is more than 2000. In each training round of the proposed system, we only choose a
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Table 2. Overall top-1 prediction performance on three mobility datasets. “+personal” denotes the model with fine-tuned
personal adaptor on local devices.
Privacy-Level

Methods

Top-1@Foursquare

Improv.

Top-1@Twitter

Improv.

Top-1@DenseGPS

Improv.

Personal Model
(privacy-preserving)

P-Markov
HMM
LSTM

0.151±0.000
0.164±0.023
0.135±0.002

-7.93%
0
-17.68%

0.345±0.000
0.386±0.003
0.371±0.005

-10.62%
0
-3.89%

0.618±0.000
0.623±0.005
0.617±0.002

-0.80%
0
-0.96%

Joint Model
(privacy-leakage)

J-Markov
FPMC
LSTM
DeepMove

0.186±0.000
0.195±0.001
0.217±0.002
0.232±0.000

+13.41%
+18.90%
+32.32%
+41.46%

0.441±0.000
0.460±0.003
0.497±0.001
0.498±0.001

+14.25%
+19.17%
+28.76%
+29.01%

0.694±0.000
0.570±0.000
0.718±0.001
0.714±0.001

+11.40%
-8.51%
+15.25%
+14.07%

Our Model
(privacy-preserving)

Our Basic Model
+Personal Adaptor

0.209±0.001
0.213±0.001

+27.44%
+29.88%

0.489±0.000
0.495±0.001

+26.68%
+28.24%

0.694±0.000
0.715±0.000

+11.40%
+14.77%

(a) Top-k accuracy with selected clients on (b) Communication rounds with selected (c) Communication rounds with local epoch
Foursquare data
clients on Foursquare data
on Foursquare data

(d) Top-k accuracy with selected clients on (e) Communication rounds with selected (f) Communication rounds with local epoch
Twitter data
clients on Twitter data
on Twitter data

Fig. 7. The effects of the number of selected clients and the number of local training epoch.

fraction of clients to participate in the current optimization procedure. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(d) present the effects
of the number of selected clients on the final performance on two datasets. In general, we can observe that the
final performance is improved continuously with the number of clients increasing from 100 to 400. However,
we also observe that when the number of clients becomes 1000, the performance stops to be improved and
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Table 3. Parameter number and communication cost of different methods on Foursquare data. The value in the table is the
typical value. “SD” denotes the data volume of one user which is smaller than the weights of the trained model, “N” denotes
the average iteration rounds during the federated training process of each mobile device, the typical value of “N” in our
experiment is smaller than 10.

@Foursquare
P-Markov
Model Size
∼10KB
Communication 0

HMM
∼2KB
0

J-Markov
FPMC
LSTM
DeepMove Ours
∼50MB
∼100MB
∼10MB
∼10MB+
∼10MB
∼10KB+SD ∼100MB+SD ∼10MB+SD ∼10MB+SD ∼10MBxN

even turns to be degraded. This phenomenon is similar to the idea of mini-batch SGD: data with proper ‘batch’
size in each optimization step is better than only one data or just all the data. Besides, as Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(e)
shows, more participants will also lead to higher convergence rate. For example, when 400 clients participate in
the optimization procedure, the system only needs 34 communication rounds to achieve more than 0.19 top-1
accuracy. As for 100 clients, they need 60 communication rounds to achieve the similar accuracy. It is noted that
all the clients are running in the parallel way, which means that the time cost of one communication round will
not be increased significantly with more clients participating in the system. In other words, more communication
rounds require more training time and face more random risk. Based on the two aforementioned results, by
considering the final performance and convergence rate, choosing proper clients to participate in the optimization
becomes important for the system. We also study the effects of local training epoch on the system performance
in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(f). We find that only one local training epoch is enough in our experiments, which may be
due to the small size of the dataset and neural network. Detailed analysis of this can be further conducted in the
future.
4.5.3 Study on Computing Complexity and Communication Cost. In Table 3, we choose the experiment results on
Foursquare data to compare different methods from the view of model size and communication cost. Compared
with the personal model with fewer parameters and low communication cost, joint models have more parameters
and also need specific communication cost to update data and download model. Compared with the conventional
joint model, the proposed model protects personal privacy by preserving the data on local devices and only
transferring the model weights. The model size of our whole model is similar to LSTM and smaller than DeepMove
with the historical attention module. In general, the communication cost of our methods is N times of the model
size, where N is the average iteration rounds during the federated training process of each mobile device. Based
on the practical experiments on Foursquare data, the value of N is around 10.

4.6

Privacy Risk Analysis

After evaluating the superior performance of the proposed system in Section 4.5, we analyze the privacy risk of it
and demonstrate the effectiveness of group optimization on local devices in this section. Here, we compare our
method with the data protection method, which is written as “data” in the following figures. The data protection
method works by directly training models with data protected by the differential privacy mechanism in paper [4].
4.6.1 The Effects of Differential Privacy on Prediction Accuracy. Fig. 8 presents the effects of differential privacy
parameter ϵ on the final prediction performance on three datasets. We first analyze the results on Foursquare
data. From three lines with “o” marker in Fig. 8(a), we can see that the performance of the conventional method
“data” decreases significantly when differential privacy parameter ϵ becomes smaller. However, as lines with “△”
shows, the performance of our method decreases slowly when the differential privacy requirement becomes
strict by using smaller ϵ. For example, when ϵ reduces from 20 to 0.05, the top-1 accuracy of “data” method falls
from more than 0.20 to less than 0.09 on Foursquare data while the top-1 accuracy of our method only falls from
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more than 0.20 to about 0.15. We can observe the similar results from the other two datasets in Fig. 8. The results
demonstrate the robustness of our method on strict differential privacy settings. Besides, it is noted that the
performance of our method on Twitter data keeps almost unchanged during the change of differential privacy
parameter ϵ. This is due to the sparse and duplicated characteristics of Twitter data presented in Fig. 6. Learned
on these sparse and noisy data, the model cannot understand the importance of spatial adjacency but focus on the
transition relations between a small fraction of isolated locations, which can be directly captured by the recurrent
network. In other words, a good recurrent neural network is enough for the accurate mobility modelling and
“bad” or “noisy” location embedding table will only have limited influence on the final prediction performance.

(a) Results on Foursquare dataset.

(b) Results on Twitter dataset.

(c) Results on DenseGPS dataset.

Fig. 8. The effectiveness of our method with changing differential privacy parameter ϵ.

Table 4. The variation of attack risk with different differential privacy parameter ϵ.

Differential privacy ϵ
Attack
Risk

Foursquare
Twitter
DenseGPS

0.1

0.5

1

5

10

20

50

100

∞

0.381 0.395 0.411 0.685 0.849 0.953 0.972 0.972 0.987
0.320 0.324 0.334 0.447 0.560 0.663 0.708 0.708 0.779
0.222 0.234 0.256 0.377 0.471 0.549 0.583 0.584 0.606

4.6.2 The Trade-off Between Attack Risk and Prediction Accuracy. Here, we evaluate the effectiveness and security
of our method on the attack introduced in Section 3.3.1. Based on the attack methods introduced before, the
ac k ∩ls t r ut h | |
attack risk is defined as follows, risk = | |l sat|t|ls
, where ls is the abbreviation of location set, ||lsat t ack ||
t r ut h | |
denotes the estimated location set based on the difference analysis of the downloaded model and uploaded model.
It is noted that this definition is just a simple proxy of the real attack risk, which can be better measured by
other metrics. Table 4 shows the attack risk of the model with different differential privacy parameter ϵ. We can
observe that the attack risk can be reduced significantly by utilizing differential privacy mechanisms.
Furthermore, by combining the information from Table 4 and Fig. 8, we obtain Fig. 9 which reflects the
relationship between the attack risk and performance of our method. We also first analyze the results on
Foursquare data. As Fig. 9(a) shows, to reduce the attack risk from 1 to 0.4, the performance of “data” method
is also reduced significantly from more than 0.20 to about 0.08. With the support of the proposed efficient
optimization mechanism, the performance degradation of our method for equal attack risk reduction is smaller
than 0.05, which is only 40% of the conventional “data” method. Fig. 9 shows the similar conclusion on other
two datasets. In summary, the effectiveness and security of our method on protecting personal privacy from the
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(c) Results on DenseGPS dataset.

Fig. 9. The attack risk during the uploading procedure on three datasets.

difference attack is confirmed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 4. Our method can achieve better performance with a lower risk
of difference attack. It is noted that the trade-off between risk and performance on Twitter data of our model is
not so remarkable, which is similar to the results introduced in the previous subsection. As mentioned before, we
find that the role of location embedding in the whole model on Twitter data is not so important due to the sparse
and duplicated characteristics of it. In other words, the location embedding trained on Twitter data can is not so
useful for the whole model and the powerful recurrent network can capture most of limited mobility patterns in
data itself. Thus, when we change the differential privacy parameter to reduce the attack risk on Twitter data, the
well-trained model with noisy-trained location embedding can still work well.

4.7

Effects of Model Size on the Performance

To efficiently utilize the limited storage space and weak computing power on the local mobile devices, we expect
to design parameter efficient model in the ubiquitous computing system. However, smaller model always leads to
the limited performance on the target task. Thus, how to balance the limited parameter requirement and better
performance becomes an important topic in ubiquitous computing. In this section, we discuss the effects of model
size on the mobility prediction performance to give a proper solution to our problem. For flexible modelling and
simplified architecture, we set the dimension Hr of hidden state in recurrent neural network as the same value
with Hl . Due to the huge dimension L of available locations, the parameters of whole model is mainly depend on
the parameters in location embedding table LxHl .
By rewriting Hl and Hr as the same H , Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(c) show us the accuracy variations with different
H on two datasets. We find the small value of H will limit the performance of whole model. Thus, we choose 64
as the default value of H on Foursquare data and choose 128 as the default value of H for Twitter data. We also
test two different output modules introduced in Section 3.2.3 in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(d). In these two figures,
projection-based output module is denoted as “Linear” and correlation-based output module denoted as “Dot”. We
observe that the “Dot” schema is not only parameter-efficient than the “Linear” method but also leads to better
performance. The failure of the “Linear” schema on the performance is due to the fact that more parameters will
require more training data and more ideal optimizer. These two criteria are naturally not met in our problem
settings. In summary, we recommend using the “Dot” schema as the default output mode for mobility prediction
task in the privacy-preserving settings.
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(a) The effects of hidden size on (b) The effects of output mode on (c) The effects of hidden size on (d) The effects of output mode on
Foursquare data
Foursquare data
Twitter data
Twitter data

Fig. 10. The effects of model size on the performance on two datasets.

5 RELATED WORK
5.1 Mobility Prediction Model
Mobility prediction is an important topic in the field of ubiquitous computing. Existing works on mobility
prediction can be classified into two categories: personal models and joint models.
Personal Model: Markov model and its variations are common models of this approach. In Markov-based
models [7, 16], they model the probability of the future action by building a transition matrix between visited
locations based on the past trajectories. To capture the unobserved characteristics between location transition,
Mathew et al. [31] cluster the locations from the trajectories and train a personal Hidden Markov Model for
each user. Besides, Kalman filter model [13], decision tree [21] are also utilized to model the personal mobility
behaviors.
Joint Model: With the limited information, personal models fail to solve the cold start problem and the data
sparsity issue. Thus, more and more researchers try to utilize the mobility pattern and popular route from group
users to enhance the mobility modelling on individuals. Matrix factorization [8, 37] is introduced to model the
mobility. Rendle et al. [37] propose factorized personalized Markov model (FPMC) to combine the advantages of
MF and Markov model for next basket prediction. By iteratively clustering the user and modelling the mobility of
group users, Zhang et al. [49] propose GMove to utilize the shared movement regularity to improve the modelling
performance. In recent years, deep learning based methods [11, 14, 23, 26, 28, 50] for mobility modelling are
proposed and achieve state-of-the-art performance. Feng et al. [14] combine recurrent neural network with
attention to capture the periodic regularity in human mobility. Liao et al. [26] utilize the multi-task learning
method to predict the location and activity simultaneously. Kong et al. [23] utilize memory network to model the
long-term regularity. Zhao et al. [50] modify the general LSTM with time and distance gates to better capture
the spatial-temporal correlations. These methods usually train a joint model for all users, they can be regarded
as joint models. While joint models perform well in mobility modelling, the privacy issues of them become the
stumbling block for preventing their application and development.

5.2

Privacy Protection Methods

We introduce related works of privacy protection from two directions: data protection mechanism (e.g., differential
privacy) and privacy preserving models (e.g., federated learning). Related works for data encryption are not
discussed here.
Data Protection Mechanisms: It aims to protect the private information in the database from random querying. The representative mechanisms include k-anonymity [19], l-diversity [30], t-closeness [25] and differential
privacy [12]. Based on these mechanisms, lots of trajectory data protection solutions [1, 19, 41, 45] are proposed
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and achieve promising privacy protection results. However, all of these methods only care about the protection
of data and realize the protection by destroying the data structure, which directly harms the performance of
mobility modelling.
Federated Learning: With the emerging requirement of privacy protection, researchers try to directly consider
the privacy issue in the modelling and system [3, 32, 35]. As one of the most potential solutions for privacy
preserving modelling, federated learning [32, 47] is designed to train the joint machine learning models with
decentralized data on mobile devices. Further, researchers propose advanced methods [2, 5, 22, 38] to improve the
communication efficiency and optimization performance of federated learning. While some works [17, 33] also
combine differential privacy into federated learning, they all apply differential privacy operation on the whole
model in the aggregation stage, which is inapplicable and inefficient in mobility prediction task. Meanwhile,
some researchers directly apply federated learning to different application scenarios to protect the user privacy,
like recommendation [6], language modelling [33], transfer learning [29] and so on.
Different from these existing works, we focus on the mobility prediction task and try to propose a privacypreserving framework to solve the unique privacy issue in it with maintaining the competitive prediction
performance. Our methods can also be applied to other similar scenarios where the private item (as location
in mobility prediction task) feature is modeled by one-hot embedding component. For example, after a slight
modification for the differential privacy mechanism, our method can also be used to protect the private information
of which item is purchased by users in the recommendation system.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the problem of modelling human mobility with privacy constraints. Based on
the concept of federated learning, we proposed a practical mobility prediction framework to achieve promising
prediction performance while preserving the personal data on local devices. We designed a group optimization
mechanism on local devices by training different parts (risky/secure) of the overall model with different types
(protected/normal) of data. In this way, the effects of protecting privacy on modelling performance can be easily
controlled and significantly reduced. Furthermore, we proposed an efficient global optimization strategy and
an effective polling schema for client selection to accelerate the convergence rate of the whole system. Finally,
we also proposed a personal adaptor to be fine-tuned in the local device for better prediction performance. The
future work of our work can be divided into two directions: 1) designing advanced mobility model for better
personal modelling. In this paper, we only consider the basic mobility model for the simplicity of the whole
system. 2) expanding our framework to more types of machine learning models and different scenarios.
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